642690
26" Rapid Box W/Magnetic Front Cover (Grey)

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $499.99

Inventory Code: 99913

Here's a space-efficient, time-saving portable 26-inch slant front toolbox
that stands up to life on the road and in the shop. This truck and job box
is built for harsh handling and outdoor environments. Like all Powerbuilt
products, it offers the strength, precision and durability you demand. For
work and play on the road, on the farm, in the trailer, shop and garage,
this is your go-to tool box. With details like fully-welded seams, premium
powder-coating and chrome-plated hardware, this portable slant front
toolbox might outlast you. Need to store lots of tools? No problem! This
box holds 94 sockets, up to 50 combination wrenches, 9 screwdrivers
and 19 ratchets or extensions. A removable socket tray offers even more
versatility and flexibility on the job. And there's extra open storage
space for the stuff that's just as important as tools, like gloves, cables,
fluids and lunch! Need even faster access to your tools? Attach them to
the 3 magnetic strips built into the lid to keep them close at hand.
With a heavy-duty lock and weather-sealed lid, you can confidentially
leave your tools in the box without worrying about rust or casual theft.

3 magnetic tool holder bars embedded into lid
Heavy duty lockable polymer lid and powder-coated 16 gauge
steel cabinet with fully welded seams
Weather stripping on inside of lid keeps tools clean and dry
Gas strut opens lid smoothly and holds it open securely
Recessed side handles save space
Chrome plated hardware looks great and adds weather
protection
Gunmetal gray hammertone finish with matte black lid
Box Dimensions: 27-3/4"(W) X 18-1/2"(D) X 19-1/4"(H)
1 Year Warranty

642250
Billy Club Universal Lug Wrench SAE/mm Gen-2

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $49.99

Inventory Code: 4962

Powerbuilt Billy Club universal lug wrenches make tire changes faster,
easier, and safer. The patented design works like an L-type lug wrench to
break loose stubborn lug nuts. Then, by sliding the socket drive head to
the center, you can quickly spin off loosened lug nuts. Reverse the
procedure to install a new tire, then get back on the road! Billy Club
comes complete with two double-sided lug nut sockets to fit virtually
every passenger vehicle on the road today. It also includes a socket
extension to help reach lug nuts on deeper dished wheels. And the
sockets and extension store in the handles so everything is there when
you need it!

Uniquely designed lug wrench has a sliding t-bar for additional
leverage when needed but can be center positioned to spin off
lugs quickly.
The new gen 2 unit now includes the improved locking function
that securely locks the drive head in place.
Stores easily in anywhere in the vehicle and the Powerbuilt red,
black & chrome color configuration is a sure hit.

620479
2 Ton Xtra Low Profile Garage Jack

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $189.99

Inventory Code: 47021

Car too low for a regular jack? Give the Powerbuilt Extra Low Profile 2
Ton Floor Jack a try! With a starting height of 2-3/4 in., this precision jack
can slip under low profile vehicles with ease.
The strong safety bar keeps jack from lowering once it has been raised
to maximum height (15-1/2 in.), eliminating the need for a jack stand.
It's perfect for modified cars, classic cars, unibody cars or any other
vehicles with difficult or low clearance.

Stylish, innovative and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or
exceed ASME and PALD standards.
Precision made for use with ultra low or unibody cars
Lifting range from 2-3/4 in. to 15-1/2 in.
Strong safety bar keeps jack from lowering once it has been
raised to maximum height
Stylish, innovative and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or
exceed ASME and PALD standards
One year warranty

620622
3000Lb Triple Lift Garage Jack

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $179.99

Inventory Code: 42421

Get rid of your floor jacks, transmission jacks and ATV jacks. The 3000 Lb.
Triple Lift jack is three jacks in one! This innovative jack has a patented
design that lets you lift cars, trucks, motorcycles or ATVs with ease.
The Triple Lift slashes the expense and hassle of purchasing,
maintaining and storing multiple jacks and jackstands. It's the one jack
that easily lifts almost anything with wheels, and works on vehicle
transmissions and differentials too.
The secret to the Triple Lift is the patented design that features both a
removable lift saddle and padded lift rails. This flexible design allows the
Triple Lift to adapt to multiple types of vehicle frames.
A locking safety bar holds the jack in place once the vehicle is raised,
which eliminates the hassle of supporting a lifted vehicle with jack
stands. Built-in tie-down loops make it easy to secure motorcycles in
place for added stability.
You can also use the Triple Lift to safely lift Unibody vehicles. The
precision locking design keeps the jack from lowering once it has been
raised, eliminating the need for a separate jack stand.
Stylish, dependable and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed
ASME and PALD standards.

Innovative 3,000 Lb. Triple Lift jack lifts cars, trucks, motorcycles
or ATVs
Lifting range from 4-3/4 in. to 17 in.
Strong ultra-wide chassis for extra stability
Precision locking design keeps jack from lowering once it has
been raised
Stylish, dependable and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet
or exceed ASME and PALD standards
One year warranty

620470
4000Lb Unijack

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $59.99

Inventory Code: 4293

The Powerbuilt Unijack is the world's first and only portable jack
designed to safely lift and hold both regular and unibody cars and
trucks.
All Unibody vehicles have factory-approved lifting points to prevent
damage when jacking up the vehicle. But with a conventional jack, it’s
challenging to properly lift and hold a unibody vehicle, because once the
vehicle is raised with a jack, there’s no space left to add a jackstand.
The Powerbuilt Unijack solves this problem with an ingenious design
that both safely lifts and securely holds a Unibody vehicle using a single
lift point. The Unijack offers both concave and flat lifting surfaces to
accommodate a wide variety of lift points.
The 4000 pound Unijack offers lift range from 8-5/8 to 18-3/8 inches,
which makes it perfect for sedans, minivans and crossovers.
Stylish and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ASME and
PALD standards. One year warranty.

Patented design both lifts and holds by combining a bottle jack
with a jack stand in one unit
Safe for lifting Unibody and body-on-frame vehicles
Wide flat base adds stability and reduces "sinking" on softer
surfaces
Stylish and affordable Powerbuilt products meet or exceed
ASME and PALD standards
One year warranty

640912
3 Ton All In One Truck Lift Jack

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $69.99

Inventory Code: 4764

The Powerbuilt 3 Ton All-in-One UniJack is the world's first and only
portable jack designed to safely lift and hold both regular and unibody
cars and trucks.
All Unibody vehicles have factory-approved lifting points to prevent
damage when jacking up the vehicle. But with a conventional jack, it’s
challenging to properly lift and hold a unibody vehicle, because once the
vehicle is raised with a jack, there’s no space left to add a jackstand.
The Powerbuilt 3 Ton All-in-One solves this problem with an ingenious
design that both safely lifts and securely holds a Unibody vehicle using a
single lift point. The Unijack offers both concave and flat lifting surfaces
to accommodate a wide variety of lift points.
What’s more, it eliminates the cost and hassle of a floor jack, it’s easier to
lift, move and store and costs a lot less too.
The 6000 pound All-in-One offers lift range from 11 to 21 inches, which
makes it perfect for trucks, SUVs and vans.
Stylish and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ASME and
PALD standards. One year warranty.

Lift, Lock & Level - A Jack Stand and Bottle Jack All-In-One
Lifts Like a Bottle Jack, Locks Like a Jack Stand
Great For Trucks, Jeeps and SUVs
Also Works on Decks, Foundations and Other Construction
Projects
6,000lb Load Capacity
Lift Range: 11" - 21"
Patent Pending Design

620516
4000Lbs U-Jack Garage Jack

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $199.99

Inventory Code: 42251

This patented designed jack is the only jack made so that the user can
place a jack stand exactly on the same lift point as the jack lift saddle has
raised the car from the uniquely fork shaped lift saddle and open front
end allows the jack stand to be placed in the cavity under the lift arm,
and once secure the jack can be lowered leaving the vehicle resting
safely on the jack stands at the exact lift point specified.

Capacity: 2 Ton (4000lbs)
Lift Range: 4.5" - 18"

941487
L-Type Mini Ratcheting Bit Driver

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $7.99

Inventory Code: 53

This ultra-compact mini bit driver is just the ticket for loosening and
tightening fasteners in the tightest spaces. It fits comfortably in the palm
of your hand and ratchets in forward and reverse directions to make
quick work of any fastening task. It’s constructed of Chrome Vanadium
steel for full-size strength and durability. Fits all standard ¼ in. hex
screwdriver bits.

L-Type Mini Ratcheting Bit Driver
20 Tooth Ratchet Mechanism with Left/Right Switch Function
Magnetic Insert to Hold Bits Secure in Drive End
L-Shaped Handle Fits Comfortably in the Palm of the Hand
Giving the User Added Leverage in a Compact Design
Cr-V Steel
Plastic L-Shape Handle

941160
12-In-1 T-Handle Ratchet Driver Set

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $14.99

Inventory Code: 996

Looking for a stylish and innovative tool to add to your arsenal? The
versatile T-Handle Ratchet Driver does it all. This screwdriver can quickly
change from straight to T-handle style and back again, all without
removing the fastener from the driver.
In T-handle mode, it delivers up to three times the torque of a standard
driver, making your job that much easier. The wide variety of
screwdriver bits included fit many common sizes fasteners so you'll
almost always have the right tool in hand.
Dependable Powerbuilt bit drivers meet or exceed ANSI standards and
have a lifetime warranty, all at affordable prices.

Innovative tool easily changes from straight to T-handle and
back again
12 screwdriver bits included to make sure you've got the right
bit for many common automotive and household fasteners
T-handle mode generates up to three times the torque of a
standard screwdriver
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

620566
2.5Ton Low Profile Service Jack

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $229.99

Inventory Code: 42261

This heavy-duty jack is versatile, with a wide lift range, from a low of 3
inches to a generous 19-1/2 inch maximum lift height. You can use it to
raise everything from slammed sports cars to full-size pickups.
It’s fast, thanks to the dual piston quick lift pump that raises the lift arm
to max height in just 7 pumps of the handle. And you can use to built-in
foot pump to raise the saddle in smaller increments to position it
precisely under your car or truck.
The generous saddle, wide wheelbase and heavy-duty flanged steel
frame combine to create easy-rolling stability and security under heavy
loads.
This beefy construction ensures you'll enjoy years of trouble-free service.
We don’t just say so, we prove it. The Powerbuilt 2-1/2 ton low profile
jack is tested to meet or exceed ASME standards for construction,
durability and performance.

Stylish low profile design fits under vehicles as low as 3 inches
Quick lift design - just 7 pumps to full height
Built-in foot pump for easy and precise saddle positioning
under vehicle
Shop quality construction, performance and features
Meets or exceeds ASME standards
One year warranty

620513
36" Zag 2In1 Creeper / Rolling Seat

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $54.99

Inventory Code: 4263

Can’t decide which kind of creeper you need? Then take a look at this
innovative 36-inch ZAG 2-in-1 floor creeper. It’s two in one!
The patented ZAG creeper easily converts from a traditional lay-down
creeper to a rolling seat. Just pull the spring-loaded pin and raise it into
the seat position - no tools needed!
The strong steel body features a stylish padded headrest and deck with a
durable red vinyl cover for comfort and quick cleaning.
Six precision 2-inch casters roll without a hitch, letting you maneuver
with ease. Powerbuilt creepers. Dependable, affordable and built to last.

Ability to Convert from Flat Creeper to Rolling Seat in a Matter
of Seconds
Steel Frame and Soft Foam Padding Allow you to be Perfectly
Comfortable While Working in the Garage
Creeper has One Toggle Pin that Allows it to Fold from Laying
Creeper to Rolling Seat in SecondsSpecs:
Overall Size: 36.25” (L) x 16.50” (W) x 4” (H)
Weight Capacity: 250lbs

620557
Pb Heavy Duty Rolling Seat W/ Organizer

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $119.99

Inventory Code: 4247

This rock-solid roller offers pro-quality construction and features you
won’t find on cheapo rolling stools. It’s a small investment that will pay
handsome dividends in comfort and performance. The large 4” diameter
rubber wheels roll soft and smooth over concrete and cracks. They
swivel like butter on ball bearing casters. You can lock two of the wheels
– handy when you’re working on a sloped driveway. Those smoothrolling wheels are anchored to a strong and stiff steel frame that spans a
full 22” length and 12” width. This generous wheelbase minimizes the
chance of the tipping that plagues lesser quality stools. The seating pod
offers a sliding storage bin under the seat surface, as well as two handy
trays for holding tools, small parts and up to 4 cans of fluids, cleaners
and/or your favorite beverage.
The seating area itself is a generous 18” long by 10” wide and has a nonslip surface. With a 300-pound load capacity, this chariot could’ve
shuttled Henry VIII himself around the royal garage.

Strong stiff 1" x 1/2" steel tube frame
Heavy-duty injection-molded seating pod won't rot or rust
Smooth rolling easy swiveling 4" rubber casters roll soft and
smooth
Slide out drawer and twin tool trays offer ample storage
18" x 10" seating surface
300-pound capacity
One year warranty

941264
3/8" Dr. & Bits 2-In-1 Thumb Ratchet

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $11.99

Inventory Code: 275

This compact, versatile and speedy finger ratchet fits where full-size
ratchets won't and works faster too! It offers speed, compact size and a
stylish blue anodized finish.
Simply attach any 3/8" drive socket or 1/4" hex screwdriver bit then
tighten or loosen a fastener with the sturdy 36 tooth ratchet
mechanism.
Precision built and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards.

Two-sided design works on 3/8" sockets or 1/4" hex shaft
screwdriver bits
High quality 36 tooth reversible ratchet mechanism
Finger cut-outs add grip and comfort
Affordable quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649938
3/8" Dr 90T Sealed Head Ratchet

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $34.99

Inventory Code: 8131

The Powerbuilt 3/8” drive 90-tooth sealed head professional grade
ratchet is the most durable ratchet in the Powerbuilt line. The XT90
ratchet requires just a 4-degree swing to engage the ratchet, making it
ideal for the tightest spaces in the engine bay.
Built of strong chrome vanadium steel with a beautiful mirror finish, the
90-tooth ratchet features an ergonomic full-length handle that's
weighted for great balance and feel.
Molded finger grooves offer maximum control, comfort and grip with or
without gloves. And the handle is offset to provide extra knuckle
clearance.
The solid forged fully sealed head keeps lubricant in and debris out for
longer service intervals.
Powerbuilt ratchets are constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel,
then buffed to a high mirror polish. This beautiful finish is tough too,
rated to withstand a 30-hour salt spray corrosion test.
They're precision crafted to exceed ANSI standards for torque, reverse
torque and tolerance.
Precision built and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards.

Precision 3/8” Drive 90 tooth ratchet engages with just 4-degree
swing
Solid forged sealed head keeps dust and debris out
Precision weighted ergonomic handle offers great balance and
feel
Finger grooves and thumb rest add to comfort and control
8-3/16" overall length
Professional quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

940009
2Pc 1/4" & 3/8" Dr. Socket Lever

Made in China

Suggested Retail: $9.99

Inventory Code: 264

Quite possibly the lowest profile socket drivers you’ve ever seen, the
Socket Levers just the ticket for turning those impossible-to-reach nuts
and bolts. They’re stubby too, saving valuable storage space when a fullsize ratchet or bar won’t fit. Great for tool rolls, emergency repair kits,
boats, RVs and off-road vehicles.

Non-Ratcheting Extra Low Profile Socket Levers are the Perfect
Solution for the Tightest of Spaces
For Even Greater Low Profile Clearance the Powerbuilt® Socket
Levers can be used with the Powerbuilt® Low Profile Sockets:
642057, 642058, 642049, 642050, 649975
1pc 1/4" Dr. Socket Lever
1pc 3/8" Dr. Socket Lever
Double Dipped Handles

649953
3/8"Dr 17" Long Readh With Flex-Head Pro

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $59.99

Inventory Code: 5662

Powerbuilt Professional Technician ratchets are built to meet or exceed
ANSI specifications. All ratchets are constructed of high-quality Chrome
Vanadium (CR-V) steel with mirror polished chrome plated finish.
Close quarters and metal obstructions sometimes make removing a
fastener almost impossible for a regular ratchet.
But this 3/8” Drive 17” long reach flex-head pro ratchet handle is much
longer than most standard ratchets, perfect for reaching those crowded
spaces.
The innovative flex-head allows you to swivel the ratchet head up to 180
degrees to reach out of the way fasteners.
Powerful, precise and stylish, Powerbuilt ratchets offer the look, feel and
performance hard-working Techs deserve.
A no questions asked replacement policy and lifetime warranty ensure
it'll be a long-term relationship.

Precision 3/8” Drive 17” long reach flex-head ratchet handle
with stylish mirror finish
72-tooth ratchet offers 5-degree engagement for working in
tight spaces
Sealed quick release button block dust and debris
Contoured handle offers supreme comfort
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Drop forged and heat treated for maximum durability
Mirror polish chrome finish prevents corrosion
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

940931
1/4"X3/8" Dual Dr. Little Ratchet Handle

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $14.99

Inventory Code: 457

Built of strong chrome vanadium with a beautiful mirror finish, this
handy dual-sided stubby ratchet drives both ¼ in. drive and 3/8 in.
sockets. The reversible 72-tooth ratchet engages with just a 5 degree
swing making it even easier to work in tight spaces. 1/4" X 3/8" Dual Dr.
Little Ratchet Handle.

1/4" X 3/8" Dual Dr. Little Ratchet Handle
72 Teeth
Chrome Vanadium Steel
Meets and Exceeds ANSI Standards

941248
1/4" Dr. & Bits 2-In-1 Thumb Ratchet

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $9.99

Inventory Code: 235

This compact, versatile and speedy finger ratchet fits where full-size
ratchets won't and works faster too! It offers speed, compact size and a
stylish red anodized finish.
Simply attach any 1/4" drive socket or 1/4" hex screwdriver bit then
tighten or loosen a fastener with the sturdy 36 tooth ratchet
mechanism.
Precision built and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards.

Two-sided design works on 1/4" sockets or 1/4" hex shaft
screwdriver bits
High quality 36 tooth reversible ratchet mechanism
Finger cut-outs add grip and comfort
Affordable quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649939
1/2" Dr 90T Sealed Head Ratchet

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $39.99

Inventory Code: 2551

The Powerbuilt 1/2” drive 90-tooth sealed head professional grade
ratchet is the most durable ratchet in the Powerbuilt line. The XT90
ratchet requires just a 4-degree swing to engage the ratchet, making it
ideal for the tightest spaces in the engine bay.
Built of strong chrome vanadium steel with a beautiful mirror finish, the
90-tooth ratchet features an ergonomic full-length handle that's
weighted for great balance and feel.
Molded finger grooves offer maximum control, comfort and grip with or
without gloves. And the handle is offset to provide extra knuckle
clearance.
The solid forged fully sealed head keeps lubricant in and debris out for
longer service intervals.
Powerbuilt ratchets are constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel,
then buffed to a high mirror polish. This beautiful finish is tough too,
rated to withstand a 30-hour salt spray corrosion test.
They're precision crafted to exceed ANSI standards for torque, reverse
torque and tolerance.
Precision built and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards.

Precision 1/2” Drive 90 tooth ratchet engages with just 4-degree
swing
Solid forged sealed head keeps dust and debris out
Precision weighted ergonomic handle offers great balance and
feel
Finger grooves and thumb rest add to comfort and control
10" overall length
Professional quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649955
1/2"Dr 17" Long Reach With Flex-Head Pro

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $69.99

Inventory Code: 2423

Powerbuilt Professional Technician ratchets are built to meet or exceed
ANSI specifications. All ratchets are constructed of high-quality Chrome
Vanadium (CR-V) steel with mirror polished chrome plated finish.
Close quarters and metal obstructions sometimes make removing a
fastener almost impossible for a regular ratchet.
But this 1/2” Drive 17” long reach flex-head pro ratchet handle is longer
than standard ratchets, perfect for reaching those crowded spaces.
The innovative flex-head allows you to swivel the ratchet head up to 180
degrees to reach out of the way fasteners.
Powerful, precise and stylish, Powerbuilt ratchets offer the look, feel and
performance hard-working Techs deserve.
A no questions asked replacement policy and lifetime warranty ensure
it'll be a long-term relationship.

Precision 1/2” Drive 17” long reach flex-head ratchet handle
with stylish mirror finish
72-tooth ratchet offers 5-degree engagement for working in
tight spaces
Sealed quick release button block dust and debris
Contoured handle offers supreme comfort
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Drop forged and heat treated for maximum durability
Mirror polish chrome finish prevents corrosion
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649956
1/2"Dr 25" Long Reach With Flex-Head Pro

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $89.99

Inventory Code: 7193

Powerbuilt Professional Technician ratchets are built to meet or exceed
ANSI specifications. All ratchets are constructed of high-quality Chrome
Vanadium (CR-V) steel with mirror polished chrome plated finish.
Close quarters and metal obstructions sometimes make removing a
fastener almost impossible for a regular ratchet.
But this 1/2” Drive 25” long reach flex-head pro ratchet handle is much
longer than standard ratchets, perfect for reaching those crowded
spaces.
The innovative flex-head allows you to tilt the ratchet up to 90 degrees
to reach out of the way fasteners.
Powerful, precise and stylish, Powerbuilt ratchets offer the look, feel and
performance hard-working Techs deserve.
A no questions asked replacement policy and lifetime warranty ensure
it'll be a long-term relationship.

Precision 1/2” Drive 25” long reach flex-head ratchet handle
with stylish mirror finish
Sealed quick release button block dust and debris
Contoured handle offers supreme comfort
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Drop forged and heat treated for maximum durability
Mirror polish chrome finish prevents corrosion
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649937
1/4" Dr 90T Sealed Head Ratchet

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $29.99

Inventory Code: 4901

The Powerbuilt 1/4” drive 90-tooth sealed head professional grade
ratchet is the most durable ratchet in the Powerbuilt line. The XT90
ratchet requires just a 4-degree swing to engage the ratchet, making it
ideal for the tightest spaces in the engine bay.
Built of strong chrome vanadium steel with a beautiful mirror finish, the
90-tooth ratchet features an ergonomic full-length handle that's
weighted for great balance and feel.
Molded finger grooves offer maximum control, comfort and grip with or
without gloves. And the handle is offset to provide extra knuckle
clearance.
The solid forged fully sealed head keeps lubricant in and debris out for
longer service intervals.
Powerbuilt ratchets are constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel,
then buffed to a high mirror polish. This beautiful finish is tough too,
rated to withstand a 30-hour salt spray corrosion test.
They're precision crafted to exceed ANSI standards for torque, reverse
torque and tolerance.
Precision built and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards

Precision 1/4” Drive 90 tooth ratchet engages with just 4-degree
swing
Solid forged sealed head keeps dust and debris out
Precision weighted ergonomic handle offers great balance and
feel
Finger grooves and thumb rest add to comfort and control
5-7/8" overall length
Professional quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649951
1/4"Dr 9" Long Reach With Flex-Head Pro

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $42.99

Inventory Code: 7781

Powerbuilt Professional Technician ratchets are built to meet or exceed
ANSI specifications. All ratchets are constructed of high-quality Chrome
Vanadium (CR-V) steel with mirror polished chrome plated finish.
Close quarters and metal obstructions sometimes make removing a
fastener almost impossible for a regular ratchet.
But this 1/4” Drive 9” long reach flex-head pro ratchet handle is 2 inches
longer than most standard ratchets, perfect for reaching those crowded
spaces.
The innovative flex-head allows you to tilt the ratchet up to 90 degrees
to reach out of the way fasteners.
Powerful, precise and stylish, Powerbuilt ratchets offer the look, feel and
performance hard-working Techs deserve.
A no questions asked replacement policy and lifetime warranty ensure
it'll be a long-term relationship.

Precision 1/4” Drive 9” long reach flex-head ratchet handle with
stylish mirror finish
Sealed quick release button blocks dust and debris
Contoured handle offers supreme comfort
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Drop forged and heat treated for maximum durability
Mirror polish chrome finish prevents corrosion
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

940745
3/4" Dr. Extendable Ratchet Handle

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $159.99

Inventory Code: 4297

Built of strong chrome vanadium with a beautiful mirror finish, this
uber-strong 3/4” Drive 24-tooth quick release ratchet features an
extendable handle for added leverage when breaking loose overtightened or high torque fasteners
The handle extends from 19" to 30" and is knurled at the end to keep
your grip from slipping while you work. The quick release button makes
socket changes quick and easy.
Powerbuilt ratchets are constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel,
then buffed to a high mirror polish. This beautiful finish is tough too,
rated to withstand a 30 hour salt spray corrosion test.
They're precision crafted to exceed ANSI standards for torque, reverse
torque and tolerance.
Precision built and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards.

Precision 3/4” Drive 24 tooth ratchet
Extends from 19" to 30" long for added leverage
Quick-release button for fast socket swaps
Knurled handle for added grip
Affordable quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

649971
1/4"Dr Tpms T-Handle Torque Wrench

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $139.99

Inventory Code: 4526

This precision T-handle torque driver wrench is the ideal companion for
installing Tire Pressure Monitoring System components. It's also ideal
for automotive, motorcycle and bicycle applications requiring low torque
readings.

Designed for precision use on tire pressure monitoring system
valves
Ideal for installing carbon fiber handlebars and other precision
components on road bikes and mountain bikes
Ratcheting design for quick tightening without removing
wrench
Easy to set torque target value from 20 to 100 inch-pounds
Generously sized, comfortable T-handle for added control

942068
Self Adj Filter Pliers (2-1/4" - 4-3/4")

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $24.99

Inventory Code: 9411

Powerbuilt Self-Adjusting Oil Filter Pliers offer a safer, faster and cleaner
way to remove oil filters.
The secret? They automatically close to the right size to grip and turn
filters from 2-1/4" to 4-3/4" diameter. That covers just about every size
oil filter on the shelf at your auto parts store. You only need one hand to
use them, and the more you turn them the harder they bite.
They're constructed from laminated steel for maximum strength and
stiffness. And the cushioned handles offer comfort and grip to spare.

Self-adjusts to grip and turn oil filters from 2-1/2" to 4-3/4"
Sharp teeth dig into oil filter walls for no-slip grip
Grips harder as it turns
Comfortable handles offer added grip
Lifetime warranty

942072
Magnetic Oil Drain Plug Remover Tool

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $24.99

Inventory Code: 9111

The Powerbuilt Magnetic Drain Plug Remover Tool makes it quick, clean
and easy to remove your oil drain plug. No dropping the bolt into a pan
of hot oil or scorching your fingers trying to loosen it by hand.
Simply loosen the plug with a socket wrench, then attach the powerful
magnet to the drain plug and turn the tool to remove the plug.
The tool has a flexible shaft for reaching remote drain plugs. If needed,
attach the included 1/4" hex bit adapter to mate with specialty bits used
for many foreign car oil drain plugs.
And the handle has a cavity to hold the adapter and magnetic plate for
safe keeping between uses

Makes it easy and clean to remove oil drain plug bolts
6" flexible shaft for added reach
Comfortable handle with storage slot for adapter and magnet
Includes 1/4" Dr. x 1/4" hex bit adapter and magnetic adapter

941644
8 Pc SAE 3 Way T-Handle Spin Hex Wrench

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $99.99

Inventory Code: 4764

This top quality T-handle SAE hex key wrench set offers speed, strength,
style and precision to spare. Each wrench is constructed of premium
chrome vanadium steel for durability and a precise fit into SAE hex head
fasteners. Slide the T-handle to the center position, hold the freespinning sleeve on the shaft and tighten or loosen those hex head
screws at light speed. Slide the T-handle to the end position and cinch
that screw down. Not to brag, but the 3/8-in. wrench has an 11" reach. At
the other end of the spectrum, the 5/64-in. wrench offers 4-1/2" of
reach. And every size in between offers way more reach than L-type hex
keys. You'll love the positive grip and precise fit the friction-treated hex
tips offer. That means less chance of rounding and cam-out. These
sweet wrenches will never be far out of reach with the included storage
rack. Hang it on your tool wall, toss it in a toolbox drawer or set it on
your benchtop for easy access.

Stylish and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed
ANSI standards. Dependable enough to last a lifetime.
Includes 5/64", 3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8" hex
key wrenches
Speed sleeve and T-handle save time and effort tightening and
loosening fasteners
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Includes handy wrench storage rack
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

941645
8 Pc 3 Way mm T-Handle Spin Hex Wrench

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $99.99

Inventory Code: 4764

This top quality T-handle metric hex key wrench set offers speed,
strength, style and precision to spare.
Each wrench is constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel for
durability and a precise fit into metric hex head fasteners. Slide the Thandle to the center position, hold the free-spinning sleeve on the shaft
and tighten or loosen those hex head screws at light speed. Slide the Thandle to the end position and cinch that screw down. You'll love the
positive grip and precise fit of the friction-treated hex tips offer. That
means less chance of rounding and cam-out. These sweet wrenches will
never be far out of reach with the included storage rack.
Stylish and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards. Dependable enough to last a lifetime.

Includes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10mm hex key wrenches
Speed sleeve and T-handle save time and effort tightening and
loosening fasteners
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Handy wrench storage rack
Affordable quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime
Speed sleeve and T-handle save time and effort tightening and
loosening fasteners
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Handy wrench storage rack
Affordable quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

941646
9Pcs Star 3 Way T-Handle Spin Hex Wrench

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $99.99

Inventory Code: 4225

This top quality T-handle Torx key wrench set offers strength, style and
precision. Each wrench is constructed of premium chrome vanadium
steel for durability and precise fit into Torx head fasteners.
The T-handle design speeds up tightening and loosening Torx head
fasteners.
9 Torx key wrenches are tucked inside the included storage rack you can
bolt to a workbench, hang on pegboard or toss in a toolbox.
Stylish and affordable, Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards. Dependable enough to last a lifetime.

T-handle design saves time and effort tightening and loosening
fasteners
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Handy wrench storage rack
Affordable quality
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

941336
Combo Switch Int/Ext Snap Ring Pliers(D)

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $29.99

Inventory Code: 4921

Declutter your toolbox and your life with these combination
internal/external snap-ring pliers. With the flip of a switch you can use it
to remove and install both internal and external retaining rings and
circlips. And it comes with 4 sets of different tips sizes and styles to cover
most automotive and machine applications. Changing tips is a quick,
tool-free operation - just open the locking switch to remove tips and
close it to lock different tips in place. Use them to remove and install
internal retaining rings from 3/8" to 2", and external circlips from 1/4" to
2". The included straight and 90 degree tips fit grip holes of 1.2mm
diameter and up.

Reversible combination retaining ring Pliers remove and install
both internal and external snap ring circlips
Reverses with the Flip of a switch - no tools or disassembly
required
Spring-loaded handles help hold circlips in place
Includes 4 pairs of chrome vanadium tips in 1.2mm and 1.8mm
diameter straight and 90 Degree bend
Quick and easy tool-free tip changes

941456
Combo Switch Int/Ext Snap Ring Pliers

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $24.99

Inventory Code: 4711

Leave it to Powerbuilt to design better, smarter snap-ring pliers. For
starters, they convert from internal to external with the flip of a switch no more handle changes. Next, when it comes time to swap out tips,
Next, when it comes time to swap out tips, simple open the tip lock
levers to remove and install tips. No tiny hex key wrench or fumbling
with microscopic set screws. Last but not least, Powerbuilt fit, comfort
and quality make these handy pliers a pleasure to use, day in and day
out.
Any automotive specialty tool makes an automotive repair or
maintenance task easier, but Powerbuilt takes the concept of ‘help’ a big
step further. Every package comes with professionally written usage
instructions and photos that take you step by step through proper tool
usage.
Dependable Powerbuilt specialty tools offer power, precision and style.
They meet or exceed applicable ANSI standards and have a lifetime
warranty, all at affordable prices

Material: Carbon Steel with Chrome Plated Handle, Zinc Alloy
Body, CR-V 6150 Steel Tip
Handle: Dipping Handle
Overall Length: 7"
Operates both internal & external rings
Unique jaw design to easily remove for straight & 90 degree
angle tips

642568
81Pc Special Solutions Socket&Bits Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $89.99

Inventory Code: 3984

The Powerbuilt 81 Piece Special Solutions socket set offers sockets and
bits to handle almost any fastener you come across. New, rusted or
damaged, SAE, metric, 6, 8 or 12-point, tamper-proof...if you can name it,
chances are there's a tool in this set to turn it. Powerbuilt Zeon sockets
are designed to grip and turn damaged and rounded nuts and bolts.
The patented design will grip and turn hex heads up to 85% rounded.
And they work just as well on new nuts and bolts. This set includes a full
range of SAE and metric Zeon sockets. Powerbuilt universal fit spline
sockets drive 6 different types of fasteners, including 6 and 12 point hex
head, square, E-Torx, damaged and spline style. You'll appreciate the
precise fit and extreme durability of premium chrome vanadium steel
construction. The set includes 11 metric spline sockets that will also
drive the SAE equivalent fasteners nuts and bolts. Powerbuilt tamperproof bits are just the ticket to drive almost every style of security
fastener out there, including SAE and metric tamper proof hex and Torx
fasteners. They're constructed of hardened S2 steel for precise fit and
long life. All these useful tools store in a heavy-duty tray for easy access
and size identification.

Premium chrome vanadium and S2 steel construction
Storage tray and bit holder sleeves included
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

941763
28 Pc 1/4" & 3/8" Dr. Zeon Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $79.99

Inventory Code: 3193

The Powerbuilt 28-Pc. Zeon Socket Set features Zeon sockets with a
uniquely designed broaching that allows them to grab onto 85%
rounded/damaged nuts and bolts, yet allowing an easy, clean removal
every time. Includes 24 Zeon SAE and metric sockets, ratchet handle, 2
extensions and adapter. Limited lifetime warranty.

Zeon sockets have a unique broaching that allows them to grab
onto 85% rounded/damaged nuts and bolts
Zeon sockets allow an easy, clean removal, as they don't bite
into the rounded fastener
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
(12) SAE sockets: 3/16in., 7/32in., 1/4in., 9/32in., 5/16in., 3/8in.,
7/16in., 1/2in., 9/16in., 5/8in., 11/16in., 3/4in.
(12) Metric sockets: 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

642623
9Pc mm Zeon Hex Key Wrench Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $39.99

Inventory Code: 1191

Powerbuilt Zeon hex key wrenches are designed to grip and turn
damaged and rounded hex head fasteners. The patented design will
grip and turn hex surfaces up to 85% rounded. In other words, if you’ve
got a hex head bolt or cap screw bolt that's too damaged to turn with a
regular hex bit socket or hex key wrench, these wrenches will get you
out of a fix. And they work just as well on new, undamaged fasteners.
The secret is the patented Zeon design - the more you turn them the
harder they grab and hold damaged hex heads. They're constructed of
hardened 8660 steel for maximum strength and durability. They feature
extra-long handles for applying torque to those stubborn fasteners. For
added versatility, the long handle wrench ends are finished with a ball
end hex key for use on new fasteners at angles up to 20 degrees.

Includes Zeon metric hex key wrenches: 1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm,
3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm and 10mm
Zeon hex key wrenches grab and turn fasteners that are up to
85% rounded
Works great on new fasteners too, without damaging them
Heat-treated for extra hardness and bite
Extra-long handles for added reach and torque
Conventional ball end hex key on L-handles
Durable satin chrome plated finish
Hangable storage rack included
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

642624
9Pc SAE Zeon Hex Key Wrench Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $39.99

Inventory Code: 1191

Powerbuilt Zeon hex key wrenches are designed to grip and turn
damaged and rounded hex head fasteners. The patented design will
grip and turn hex surfaces up to 85% rounded. In other words, if you’ve
got a hex head bolt or cap screw bolt that's too damaged to turn with a
regular hex bit socket or hex key wrench, these wrenches will get you
out of a fix. And they work just as well on new, undamaged fasteners.
The secret is the patented Zeon design - the more you turn them the
harder they grab and hold damaged hex heads. They're constructed of
hardened 8660 steel for maximum strength and durability. They feature
extra-long handles for applying torque to those stubborn fasteners. For
added versatility, the long handle wrench ends are finished with a ball
end hex key for use on new fasteners at angles up to 20 degrees.

Includes Zeon SAE hex key wrenches: 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32,
3/16, 1/4, 5/16 and 3/8 in.
Zeon hex key wrenches grab and turn fasteners that are up to
85% rounded
Works great on new fasteners too, without damaging them
Heat-treated for extra hardness and bite
Extra-long handles for added reach and torque
Conventional ball end hex key on L-handles
Durable satin chrome plated finish
Hangable storage rack included
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

642574
8Pc 3/8" Dr. SAE Zeon Hex Bit Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $29.99

Inventory Code: 4631

Powerbuilt Zeon hex bit sockets are designed to grip and turn damaged
and rounded hex head fasteners. The patented design will grip and turn
hex surfaces up to 85% rounded.

Zeon hex bit sockets grab and turn fasteners that are up to 85%
rounded
Work great on new fasteners too, without damaging them
Heat-treated for extra hardness and bite
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

642575
8Pc 3/8" Dr mm Zeon Hex Bit Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $29.99

Inventory Code: 4631

Powerbuilt Zeon hex bit sockets are designed to grip and turn damaged
and rounded hex head fasteners. The patented design will grip and turn
hex surfaces up to 85% rounded. And they work just as well on new
fasteners.

Zeon hex bit sockets grab and turn fasteners that are up to 85%
rounded
Works great on new fasteners too, without damaging them
Heat-treated for extra hardness and bite
Socket storage rail included
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

941436
3Pc SAE Zeon Wheel Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $44.99

Inventory Code: 9522

Powerbuilt Zeon lug nut sockets are designed to grip and turn damaged
and rounded wheel lug nuts. The patented design will grip and turn lug
nuts up to 85% rounded. And they work just as well on new lug nuts.

Zeon lug nut sockets grab and turn lug nuts are up to 85%
rounded
Works great on new lug nuts too, without damaging them
Durable Chromoly steel for extra hardness and bite
Impact rated for use with power tools
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

941437
3Pc mm Zeon Wheel Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $44.99

Inventory Code: 9522

Powerbuilt Zeon lug nut sockets are designed to grip and turn damaged
and rounded wheel lug nuts. The patented design will grip and turn lug
nuts up to 85% rounded. And they work just as well on new lug nuts.

Zeon lug nut sockets grab and turn lug nuts are up to 85%
rounded
Works great on new lug nuts too, without damaging them
Durable Chromoly steel for extra hardness and bite
Impact rated for use with power tools
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

642673
9Pc SAE Stbby & Xtra Long Hx Ball End Hx Wrnch Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $24.99

Inventory Code: 7021

This top quality stubby long arm SAE hex key wrench set offers
innovation, quality and durability.
The stubby L-wrench ends fit in tight spaces where regular L-wrenches
won't. Extra long arms add leverage and feature a ball end for use at
angles up to 25 degrees.
Each wrench is constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel for
durability and precise fit into hex head fasteners.
9 SAE stubby long arm hex key wrenches are tucked inside the included
plastic carrier you can toss in a toolbox.
Innovative, high-quality Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards. Durable enough to last a lifetime.

Low profile L-wrench design fits in tight spaces
Long arm design for added reach and leverage
Ball end on wrench arm works at angles up to 25 degrees
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Includes handy folding wrench keeper
Affordable quality
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

642674
9Pc mm Stbby & Xtra Lng Hx Ball End Hx Wrenches

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $24.99

Inventory Code: 7021

This top quality stubby long arm metric hex key wrench set offers
innovation, quality and durability. The stubby L-wrench ends fit in tight
spaces where regular L-wrenches won't. Extra long arms add leverage
and feature a ball end for use at angles up to 25 degrees.
Each wrench is constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel for
durability and precise fit into hex head fasteners.
9 metric stubby long arm hex key wrenches are tucked inside the
included plastic carrier you can toss in a toolbox.
Innovative, high-quality Powerbuilt products meet or exceed ANSI
standards. Durable enough to last a lifetime.

Low profile L-wrench design fits in tight spaces
Long arm design for added reach and leverage
Ball end on wrench arm works at angles up to 25 degrees
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Includes handy folding wrench keeper
Affordable quality
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

641148
12mm Back-Tap Thread Repair Tool

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $34.99

Inventory Code: 4941

The back-tap's patented collapsible design allows it to engage be placed
through the spark plug hole and into the chamber. A mandrel is then
drawn back expanding the tool's threaded area and threading into the
clean threads at the bottom of the spark plug hole. The Backtap repairs
the damaged threads as it is drawn up through the spark plug hole
bringing debris and metal filings with it. Made in USA and comes with a
lifetime warranty.

Back-taper 12 millimeter thread straightening tool for
motorcycle spark plug fouled threads
Collapsible design allows it to engage be placed through the
spark plug hole and into the chamber
Expands the tool's threaded area and threading into the clean
threads
Built to exceed tool standards
Highly durable
Back-Tap 12 millimeter thread straightening tool for motorcycle
spark plug fouled threads
Collapsible design allows it to engage be placed through the
spark plug hole and into the chamberExpands the tool's
threaded area and threading into the clean threads
Backtap repairs the damaged threads as it is drawn up through
the spark plug hole

640811
14mm Back-Tap Thread Repair Tool

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $34.99

Inventory Code: 4941

The Back-Tap's patented collapsible design allows it to engage be placed
through the spark plug hole and into the chamber. A mandrel is then
drawn back, expanding the tool's threaded area and threading into the
clean threads at the bottom of the spark plug hole. The Back tap repairs
the damaged thread as it is drawn up through the spark plug hole,
bringing debris and metal filings with it. Made in USA. Meets or exceeds
ANSI standards. Lifetime warranty.

Back-Tap's patented collapsible design allows it to engage be
placed through the spark plug hole and into the chamber
The Back tap repairs the damaged thread as it is drawn up
through the spark plug hole
Made in USA. Meets or exceeds ANSI standards.
Back-Tap 14 millimeter thread straightening tool for spark plug
fouled threads
Collapsible design allows it to engage be placed through the
spark plug hole and into the chamber
Expands the tool's threaded area and threading into the clean
threads
Backtap repairs the damaged threads as it is drawn up through
the spark plug hole

940835
30Pc 1/4" Dr. SAE Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $34.99

Inventory Code: 4271

Powerbuilt socket sets will meet your needs for many applications.
These dependable and affordable sets are manufactured from
Vanadium steel and chrome plated making them strong, as well as
beautiful tools to use. The sets feature easy-to-read size markings,
Powerbuilt's innovative Z-Drive design that helps the sockets get a
better grip on fasteners, chamfered openings, and more to make your
projects easier. Powerbuilt socket sets are offered in separate SAE and
metric sets, and combined sets.

Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
High-visibility size markings forged into socket sidewall, so they
won't fade or wear off
Innovate Z-Drive design turns fasteners by their sides, not their
corners, giving you more control and reducing slippage at hightorque loads
Precision chamfered openings make it easier to slide the
sockets over fasteners
Center holes are punched add working space for taller nut and
bolt stock
Includes ratchet and extension
Individual SAE and metric sets also include bit adapter with
slotted, Phillips, hex, Torx, square and Pozi bits
Durable plastic carry case with individual SAE and metric sets

940836
30Pc 1/4" Dr. Metric Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $34.99

Inventory Code: 4271

Powerbuilt socket sets will meet your needs for many applications.
These dependable and affordable sets are manufactured from
Vanadium steel and chrome plated making them strong, as well as
beautiful tools to use. The sets feature easy-to-read size markings,
Powerbuilt's innovative Z-Drive design that helps the sockets get a
better grip on fasteners, chamfered openings, and more to make your
projects easier. Powerbuilt socket sets are offered in separate SAE and
metric sets, and combined sets.

Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
High-visibility size markings forged into socket sidewall, so they
won't fade or wear off
Innovate Z-Drive design turns fasteners by their sides, not their
corners, giving you more control and reducing slippage at hightorque loads
Precision chamfered openings make it easier to slide the
sockets over fasteners
Center holes are punched add working space for taller nut and
bolt stock
Includes ratchet and extension
Individual SAE and metric sets also include bit adapter with
slotted, Phillips, hex, Torx, square and Pozi bits
Durable plastic carry case with individual SAE and metric sets

640071
33Pc SAE/mm Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $39.99

Inventory Code: 4291

Perfect for the needs of both pros and serious home mechanics, this
mirror-polished 33 piece SAE and metric chrome vanadium socket set is
strong as well as beautiful.
The jumbo high-visibility size markings are forged right into each socket
sidewall and they’ll never fade or wear off. But this socket set offers
more than just stylish exteriors.
Inside, our innovative Z-Drive design helps these sockets get a better
grip on fasteners. They turn fasteners by their sides, not their corners,
giving you more control and reducing slippage at high torque loads.
Precision chamfered openings make it easier to slide the sockets over
fasteners. Punched center holes add working space for taller nut and
bolt stock.
Dependable Powerbuilt socket sets meet or exceed ANSI standards and
have a lifetime warranty, all at affordable prices.

Precision chamfered openings make it easier to slide the
sockets over fasteners.
Punched center holes add working space for taller nut and bolt
stock.
Meet or exceed ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty

640397
24Pc 1/4"Dr. SAE/Metric Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $49.99

Inventory Code: 4242

Perfect for the needs of both pros and serious home mechanics, this
mirror-polished 24 piece 1/4” Drive 6 point SAE and metric chrome
vanadium socket set is strong as well as beautiful. The jumbo highvisibility size markings are forged right into each socket sidewall and
they’ll never fade or wear off. But this socket set offers more than just
stylish exteriors. Inside, our innovative Z-Drive design helps these
sockets get a better grip on fasteners. They turn fasteners by their sides,
not their corners, giving you more control and reducing slippage at high
torque loads. Precision chamfered openings make it easier to slide the
sockets over fasteners. Punched center holes add working space for
taller nut and bolt stock. Dependable Powerbuilt socket sets meet or
exceed ANSI standards and have a lifetime warranty, all at affordable
prices.

Ratchets, sockets and drive tools are built from high-quality
mirror-polished chrome vanadium steel
Sockets have large size markings permanently forged into
sidewall for easy size identification
All tools meet or exceed ANSI standards
Sets include storage cases or roll pouches
Lifetime factory warranty on tools
This 24 piece set includes the following tools and sockets:
36 tooth oval handle quick release ratchet
3 in. extension
Spinner handle
6 pt. sockets:
SAE 5/32 in. thru 1/2 in.
Metric 4 thru 13 mm

942099
30 Self Adj Filter Pliers(2-1/4"-4-3/4")

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $29.99

Inventory Code: 7221

Powerbuilt Self-Adjusting Oil Filter Pliers with 30-degree angled jaws
offer a safer, faster and cleaner way to remove hard to reach oil filters.
The secret? They automatically close to the right size to grip and turn
filters from 2-1/4 to 4-3/4 inch diameter. That covers just about every
size oil filter on the shelf at your auto parts store. You only need one
hand to use them, and the more you turn them the harder they bite. The
30-degree angled jaws are just the ticket for reaching, grabbing and
turning oil filters tucked away in engine compartments. They're
constructed from laminated steel for maximum strength and stiffness.
And the cushioned handles offer comfort and grip to spare.

Self-adjusts to grip and turn oil filters from 2-1/2 in. to 4-3/4 in.
diameter
30 degree angled jaws reach and turn filters in tight spaces
Sharp teeth dig into oil filter walls for no-slip grip
Grips harder as it turns
Comfortable handles offer added grip
Lifetime warranty

642450
38Pc 1/4" Dr Mechanics Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $46.99

Inventory Code: 4232

The Powerbuilt 38 Piece 1/4" Drive SAE and Metric Mechanics Tool Socket
Set is a great starter set for pros and serious home mechanics. It offers
great coverage of the most popular ¼ inch drive sockets in shallow and
deep styles in both SAE and metric sizes. Strong as well as beautiful,
Powerbuilt sockets are constructed of premium chrome vanadium steel.
They feature jumbo high-visibility size markings that are forged right
into each socket sidewall so they'll never fade or wear off. Built of strong
chrome vanadium steel with a beautiful mirror finish, the 72-tooth
ratchet features a stylish full-length spiral-machined handle that keeps
your grip from slipping while you work. The fully sealed head keeps
lubricant in and debris out for longer service intervals. Dependable
Powerbuilt tools meet or exceed ANSI standards and have a lifetime
warranty, all at affordable prices.

Includes chrome vanadium 72 tooth sealed head ratchet,
extension bar and standard and deep well SAE and metric
sockets in a handy storage case
Sockets feature jumbo size markings for easy identification
Includes SAE Shallow and Deep Sockets: 3/16" through 1/2"
Includes Metric Shallow and Deep Sockets: 4mm thru 12mm
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards; Lifetime Factory Warranty

642451
47Pc 3/8" Dr Mechanics Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $89.99

Inventory Code: 4814

The Powerbuilt 47 Piece 3/8" Drive SAE and Metric Mechanic's Tool
Socket Set is a great starter set for pros and serious home mechanics. It
offers great coverage of the most popular 3/8 inch drive sockets in
shallow and deep styles in both SAE and metric sizes. Strong as well as
beautiful, Powerbuilt sockets are constructed of premium chrome
vanadium steel. They feature jumbo high-visibility size markings that are
forged right into each socket sidewall so they'll never fade or wear off.
Built of strong chrome vanadium steel with a beautiful mirror finish, the
72-tooth ratchet features a stylish full-length spiral-machined handle
that keeps your grip from slipping while you work. The fully sealed head
keeps lubricant in and debris out for longer service intervals.
Dependable Powerbuilt tools meet or exceed ANSI standards and have a
lifetime warranty, all at affordable prices.

Includes chrome vanadium 72 tooth sealed head ratchet,
extension bar and standard and deep well SAE and metric
sockets in a handy storage case
Sockets feature jumbo size markings for easy identification
Includes SAE Shallow Sockets: 3/8" through 13/16"; SAE Deep
Sockets: 5/16" thru 13/16"
Includes Metric Shallow and Deep Sockets: 6mm thru 19mm
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards; Lifetime Factory Warranty

642452
80Pc Auto Mechanics Service Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $109.99

Inventory Code: 4925

Powerbuilt 80-Piece Auto Mechanic's tool sets will make a great addition
to any pro or serious home mechanic's tool collection. This 80-piece
collection offers great coverage of the most popular 1/4 in. and 3/8 in.
drive sockets in shallow and deep styles, in both SAE and metric sizes.
You'll drive sockets with precision using the 72-tooth sealed head
ratchets and extension bars, which are included in this Powerbuilt Auto
Mechanic's tool set. Everything is packaged in a durable storage case.

Premium chrome vanadium steel sockets have high-visibility
size markings forged right into their sidewall, so they won't fade
or wear off
Sockets Z-drive feature precision chamfered openings to make
it easier to slide the sockets over fastener (punched center
holes add working space for taller nut and bolt stock)
The 72-tooth chrome vanadium ratchets feature a full-length
spiral-machined handle for a no-slip grip—and have a fully
sealed head that keeps lubricant in and debris out for longer
service
Tools meet or exceed ANSI standards, and have a lifetime
warranty through the manufacturer

642453
152Pc Master Mechanics Service Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $224.99

Inventory Code: 49211

Powerbuilt 152-piece Master Mechanic's tool sets are great for
automotive maintenance, repairs, and part installations. These
collections include the most popular 1/4 in., 3/8 in., and 1/2 in. drive
sockets in shallow and deep styles, in both SAE and metric sizes. The 72tooth ratchets feature full-length spiral-machined handles for a no-slip
grip while you work, and the fully sealed heads keep lubricant in and
debris out for longer service intervals. This Powerbuilt 152-piece Master
Mechanic's tool set is a must-have for any professional or serious home
mechanic. The set is packaged in a durable storage case.

Premium chrome vanadium steel sockets have high-visibility
size markings forged right into their sidewall, so they won't fade
or wear off
Sockets Z-drive feature precision chamfered openings to make
it easier to slide the sockets over fastener (punched center
holes add working space for taller nut and bolt stock)
The 72-tooth chrome vanadium ratchets feature a full-length
spiral-machined handle for a no-slip grip—and have a fully
sealed head that keeps lubricant in and debris out for longer
service intervals
Tools meet or exceed ANSI standards, and have a lifetime
warranty through the manufacturer

642472
200Pc Master Technicians Kit

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $329.99

Inventory Code: 47461

The Powerbuilt 200 Piece Master Auto Mechanic's Service Tool Set offers
a broad tool selection and the coverage needed for the majority of
service jobs in the garage, house or on the jobsite. It includes¼, 3/8 and
1/2 inch drive sockets in shallow and deep styles in both SAE and metric
sizes. The included 90-tooth sealed head pro grade ratchets require just
a 4-degree swing to engage, making them ideal for the tightest spaces
in the engine bay. Built of strong chrome vanadium steel with a
beautiful mirror finish, the ratchets feature ergonomic full-length
handles that are weighted for great balance and feel. The solid forged
fully sealed heads keep lubricant in and debris out for longer service
intervals. Powerbuilt sockets are constructed of premium chrome
vanadium steel. They feature jumbo high-visibility size markings that are
forged right into each socket sidewall so they'll never fade or wear off.
Inside, our innovative Z-Drive design helps these sockets get a better
grip on fasteners. They turn fasteners by their sides, not their corners,
giving you more control and reducing slippage at high torque loads.
Precision chamfered openings make it easier to slide the sockets over
fasteners. Punched center holes add working space for taller nut and
bolt stock. Dependable Powerbuilt tools meet or exceed ANSI standards
and have a lifetime warranty, all at affordable prices.

Includes chrome vanadium 90 tooth sealed head ratchets,
spinner handle, extension bars, standard and deep well SAE
and metric sockets, wrenches and assorted screwdriver bits in a
handy storage case
Sockets feature jumbo size markings for easy identification
Includes SAE Shallow Sockets: 3/16 thru 7/8, SAE Deep Sockets:
3/16 thru 11/16
Includes Metric Shallow Sockets: 4mm thru 19mm, 21mm;
Metric Deep Sockets: 5mm thru 19mm
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards; Lifetime Factory Warranty

647768
20Pc SAE/ mm Impact Driver And Socket Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $24.99

Inventory Code: 521

For removing threaded-on viscous fan clutches on Ford, Chrysler, Jeep
and some import vehicles. Includes 3-1/4 in. 1-7/8 in., 1-9/16 in., 58 mm
and 36 mm spanners. Contracted of heat-treated 6 mm thick carbon
steel. Any automotive specialty tool will help make an automotive repair
or maintenance task easier, but Powerbuilt products take the concept of
help a big step further. Every Powerbuilt specialty tool comes with
professionally written usage instructions that take you step-by-step
through proper tool usage. Photographs of the tool in use accompany
the instructions. All developed by an automotive professional who writes
and edits automotive service manuals.

Includes step-by-step usage instructions and photos showing
the tool in use
Instruction sheets are laminated to resist staining and are
permanently fastened to the case
Usage instructions developed by a professional automotive
technician
Includes heavy duty storage case
Replacement parts available
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
Lifetime warranty on tools

647767
7Pc Mini Impact Driver And Extractor Set

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $14.99

Inventory Code: 618

Mini Impact Driver with bits and extractor bits. Can help to remove
damages or rusted screws when other tools can not get the job done.
The Mini Impact Driver can be used with a hammer and the extractor
bits to easily remove stuck fasteners.

Alloy Steel for Impact Driver
1PC Mini Impact Driver
3PC 1/4"X50MML Bits
3PC 1/4"X50MML Screw Extractor/li>

648443
Universal Pulley Puller Kit123

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $189.99

Inventory Code: 4719

You can quickly and easily remove serpentine pulleys on most foreign
and domestic passenger vehicles using press type pulleys with the
Powerbuilt universal pulley puller kit.
This versatile tool fits a wide range of vehicles thanks to jaws that adjust
from 1-1/4 inches to 7 inches wide. Combined with multi-length forcing
screws, CNC machined interchangeable jaws and forcing screw tips, this
handy tool kit is just the ticket for servicing press type pulleys on a
multitude of vehicles.

Innovative kit comes with different size clamp arms and center
screws that can be arranged to fit many types of pulleys
Precision CNC-machined jaws and forcing screws for maximum
strength and service life
Set includes short center screw, pointed tip insert, flat tip insert,
long center screw, short clamp jaws, long clamp jaws, puller
body
Drive center screw with 3/8 in. drive tool or 17mm socket
Durable storage case with step-by-step instructions
Precision-built to meet or exceed ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

647795
Master Hub & Bearing Remover/Install Kit130

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $569.99

Inventory Code: 23952

Applies to most makes and models of domestic, european and asian
vehicles where the hub and or bearing are pressed. Unique self
centering design is durable and easy to use. Saves time by allowing tech
to service components on the vechicle with no need for a shop press.
Works on front, rear and all wheel drive vehicles. Broader application
with fewer components than many other tools brands. Saves time by
allowing tech to service components on the vechicle with no need for a
shop press. Works on front, rear and all wheel drive vehicles.

Heavy duty thrust bearing reduces effort and extends the life of
the pressure screw.
Includes adapter shoes, pusher washers, receiver sleeves, nutbolt and heavy duty bearing.

647642
Oe Cooling System Pressure Pump Kit

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $119.99

Inventory Code: 445

Powerbuilt pressure pump for testing cooling systems by pressurizing
the cooling system to test for leaks. Pump has built in pressure release
and quick release to attach different adapters.

Tests Cooling System Leaks by Pressurizing the System
Heavy Duty Nylon Reinforced Injection Construction
To be used specifically with Adapter Kits 647643 & 647644

647643
Oe Usa & Japanese Cooling System Adapter Kit

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $174.99

Inventory Code: 4997

This Powerbuilt adapter kit includes 11 different adapters for US and
Japanese vehicles. OE style adapters that fit seamlessly with most any
make and model of vehicle from US or Japanese makers. This set
consists of adapter for testing radiators, caps and reservoirs on old and
new models.

Adapter Kit for Testing Cooling Systems on Domestic and
Japanese Vehicles
Includes Adapters for Late and Newer Model Vehicles
Heavy Duty Nylon Reinforced Injection Construction
Adapter Kit to be Used Specifically with 647642 OE Pump Unit

647644
OE European Cooling System Adapter Kit

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $184.99

Inventory Code: 1948

This Powerbuilt adapter kit includes 11 different adapters for European
vehicles. OE style adapters that fit seamlessly with most any make and
model of vehicle from European makers. This set consists of adapter for
testing radiators, caps and reservoirs on old and new models.

Adapter Kit for Testing Cooling Systems on Most European
Vehicles
Includes Adapters for Late and Newer Model Vehicles
Heavy Duty Nylon Reinforced Injection Construction
dapter Kit to be Used Specifically with 647642 OE Pump Unit

647757
Multi-Purpose Bearing And Pulley Puller Set139

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $119.99

Inventory Code: 4425

Universal Puller set with various components for pulling bearings,
serpentine pulleys, A/C clutch pulleys and more. Fully adjustable with
long and short jaws and adapters for bearings as well. Easy to use.

Works for pulling bearings, Serpentine Pulleys, A/C Clutch
Pulleys, and more
Includes Long and Short Jaws for Different Applications
Fully Adjustable and Easy to Use

647815
Adjustable Bearing Race And Seal Kit126

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $169.99

Inventory Code: 4947

Save time with one innovative tool that does the work of many. Instead
of a box full of different size pieces that you have to test-fit one by one,
the adjustable bearing race and seal tool expands to fit any opening,
allowing you to install a bearing race without damage.
Simply twist the shaft and the tool will open up to the size you need.
Fasten the lock collar into place during use, load the bearing race and
tap into place. When you are finished, just unlock the collar and the tool
will close down to its original size.
Adjusts from 0.73 to 3.5 in. (1.85 to 8.89cm) with ease.
Kit Services: most passenger vehicles.

Adjustable bearing race and seal tool expands to fit any opening
from 0.73 to 3.5 in. (1.85 to 8.89cm)
Durable storage case with step-by-step instructions
Precision-built to meet or exceed ANSI standards
Strong and dependable enough to last a lifetime

941323A
8 Pc Zeon SAE Socket 8 Piece

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $16.99

Inventory Code: 457

The Powerbuilt 8-Pc. Zeon Socket Set features Zeon sockets with a
uniquely designed broaching that allows them to grab onto 85%
rounded/damaged nuts and bolts, yet allowing an easy, clean removal
every time. Meets or exceeds ANSI standards. Limited lifetime warranty.

Zeon sockets have a unique broaching that allows them to grab
onto 85% rounded/damaged nuts and bolts
Zeon sockets allow an easy, clean removal, as they don't bite
into the rounded fastener
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards
(4) 1/4in.-drive SAE sockets: 1/4in., 5/16in., 3/8in., 7/16in.
(4) 3/8in.-drive SAE sockets: 1/2in., 9/16in., 11/16in., 3/4in.

941322A
8 Pc Zeon Metric Socket 8 Piece

Made in Taiwan

Suggested Retail: $16.99

Inventory Code: 457

Removing the toughest nuts and bolts is a breeze with exclusive,
patented Powerbuilt Zeon metric socket set. Turn the Zeon sockets and
they’ll respond by gripping tighter, to prevent rounding of hex head
corners. But even nuts and bolts that are rusted, damaged and up to
85% rounded off no match for the gripping and turning power of Zeon
sockets. What's more, they won't cause further damage to rounded hex
heads and release easily and cleanly. And they work just as well on
undamaged nuts and bolts. Includes 1/4" Dr. Metric Sockets: 6mm,
8mm, 10mm, 12mm; 3/8" Dr. Metric Sockets: 13mm, 14mm, 15mm,
19mm.

Includes 1/4" Dr. Metric Sockets: 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm;
3/8" Dr. Metric Sockets: 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 19mm
Premium chrome vanadium steel construction
Heat-treated to hardness HRC 38-56
Includes reusable storage tray
Meets or exceeds ANSI standards

